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A
Based on the findings and experiences from a decade of ac ve research in the low‐power wireless sensor net‐
works (WSNs) domain, researchers have successfully deployed and applied wireless sensing systems in various
applica on domains ranging from personal healthcare applica ons to larger‐sized smart environmental appli‐
ca ons. This talk introduces our recent eﬀorts to design a wireless sensor network infrastructure suitable for
smart building applica ons. Our smart building applica on prototype manages a network of three logical ers
which include a set of sensing modules, actua on units, and actua on decision components. Unlike previous
WSN systems, the Wireless Sensor and Actuator Network (WSAN) architecture that this talk presents intro‐
duces unique challenges such as increased complexity in traﬃc pa erns and wireless traﬃc load, along with
system interoperability issues at various layers of the networking stack. To address these technical challenges,
our system u lizes the IETF RoLL working group's recently proposed IPv6 rou ng protocol for low‐power and
lossy networks (IETF RPL). This talk introduces the benefits of applying an IPv6‐based networking architecture
for smart building infrastructures and discusses about some of the interoperability issues introduced by the
IETF RPL rou ng protocol for various traﬃc pa erns.
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